Top tips on how to support your child at home.
1. Make it Fun!
2. Let children see how maths is used in everyday life.
3. Learning key facts. E.g. Tables or bonds. It is better to do a little
bit each day rather than one or two very long sessions. This way the
concepts being taught will become really embedded. We need the
children to become fluent.
4. Try to help the children see links and build on what they already
know. E.g 2+ 8 = 10 so 12 + 8= 20 and 20+ 80= 100.
5. Use the correct maths vocabulary with them and encourage them to
talk about what they are doing. Supporting you child to reason about
maths helps improve their understanding of number.
6. Support children with their homework but don’t take over.
7. It might be tempting to show them how you did maths at school but
it will probably just confuse them. Ensure you use the strategies used
in school. See our website for details.
8. Provide them with everyday problems. E.g. It takes 20 minutes to
get to the station. If my train is at 9oclock, when do I need to leave?
9. Do a mixture of mental, written and practical maths.
10. Allow children thinking time.
11. Encourage a growth mindset. It’s okay to find maths hard
sometimes because when we achieve we can get that feel good factor.
We learn from our mistakes. Don’t just praise correct answers. Praise
effort and the process because they will fail sometimes. E.g. I really
like the way you worked that out. If they complain something is hard
say: Great that means your brain is working hard.

Here are just a few suggestions:
Number and Place value.


Addition and subtraction continued


Eg. 8 add 7. What is 8 more than 7? What is the total of 8 and 7? 8

Count forwards and back as you walk up and down the stairs. Start in 1’s

plus 7. I have 7 stickers and mum gives me 8 more. How many do I have

and then can you do it in 2’s ,5’s and 10’s.



now? I am 8 years old. My brother is 7 years older. How old is my

Look at the house numbers on your street. What do you notice? Odds on
one side, even on the other. This is a good way to count in twos.
Roll the dice. Ask your child to tell you 1 more or 1 less than that

brother?


more and 10 less.
Addition and Subtraction.

Dart boards are great for developing mental maths. Throw 2 darts and
add the numbers together. Can you add 3 numbers? Can you aim to

number. You can also use spinners and packs of cards for this. Then
move onto making two digit numbers and then the children can recall 10

Phrase questions in lots of different ways using a range of vocabulary.

throw the darts so the numbers you hit make 10 or 20.


Beat the calculator. Can your child add or subtract the numbers before
you get the answer up on the calculator?



Give your child a number. Ask the child to write as number calculations
as they can.



Play snakes and ladders or other board games.

Eg 14.



Throw two dice and add the amounts together. If spotty dice they can

patterns and encourage them to work methodically.)

count the dice and then move onto dice with just the numbers on. Get

9+ 5 =14

14-5=9. ( Get them to see

If you have plastic numbers you can hide them in the sand/math. Can
they find two numbers that make 8? Is there another two numbers

move onto playing cards when children are confident with numbers to

which you could find?


Add this take that. You call out a number and then person 1 adds 5,

Bonds. All numbers to 20 including 4/5/6/7/8/9/11/12/13/etc

person 2 takes away 3 and you keep going for as long as possible or until

Play Ping Pong to 9. You say Ping they say Pong and then you might say 7

you hit a target number.

and they would say 2 etc.
Catching and Throwing. Throw a ball and call out a number, the children
reply with a number to make up a bond.
Splat. Have a large piece of paper write numbers on it 0-10. Call out a
number Eg 5 and children would splat the number 5 on the sheet. They
can try and get their quicker than you!


14-4 =10

them to keep the biggest number in their head and count on. You can
10. Subtraction can be practised in the same way.




10 +4 =14

Encourage the children to solve real life problems. Eg Lets set the table
for 8 people. How many knives and forks do we need in total. We have 5
oranges in the fruit bowl and 6 bananas, how much fruit do we have
altogether? In year two you could go onto adding 3 numbers.

Multiplication and division.










Use songs and actions to learn tables. ( 2/5/10x tables in KS1)
(You can buy some lovely CD’s or use youtube)
Learn tables out of sequence and related division facts. Rapid recall. Can
they do it without using their fingers!
(You can make it in to a competition. If they get an answer right they get a
point if you have to tell them you get a point.)
Practical activities to encourage application of times tables i.e. setting the
table, counting pairs of socks or shoes, packets of biscuits etc. If there are
5 biscuits in each pack. How many will we get if we buy 6 packs?
Adapt the games like Ping Pong, Splat, Catching and throwing game
mentioned above.
Darts again. Child has to x the number they land on. Another variation. Child
throws a dart. Ask child to divide that number by 2. Will it go exactly or will
there be a remainder?
Play bingo. Make a grid and children fill it with multiples of 2. You then call
out x sums or ÷ sums and they cross out the answers.

Measure










Get children in the kitchen using scales.
Get them a ruler or tape measure so they can see the different units of
measure.
Set them a mission. Can they find something in the house which is exactly
10cm? Can they find 3 things that would measure exactly 1m when lined up?
Give them different plastic containers in the bath and a jug. Get them to
estimate and then measure how much liquid they hold using ml’s.
Make up a potion. Get the food colouring out and add 100ml of red water to
200ml of blue water and 50ml of green water. What would your potion do?
Look in the kitchen cupboards and look at all the different units of measure
you can find.
Invest in an analogue clock or watch and constantly ask them what the time
is at bedtime time, breakfast time etc. Ask questions like how long is it until
bedtime and count in 5’s on the clock.
Encourage children to watch the weather forecast so they get to understand
temperature. Many of us have one outside. Get them to log the temperatures
for a week.

Money.






Let children have their own purses and money boxes.
Create a toy shop or grocers at home with food from the cupboard.
Encourage children to pay with the correct amount, find totals, work out the
change etc.
Making a given amount in lots of different ways. eg. 10p= 5p+5p or 10p=2p
+2p +1P + 5p.
Count in 2p’s, 5p’s and 10p’s.

Games:
Orchard toys produce some great games that will help children learn the time
or use money etc.
Rata tat cat- a game which helps children with mental maths. It’s one
recommended by Mensa.
The Great Board Game Co. produce some nice card games. E.g tell the time snap.
Computers/Internet:


Mymaths- www.mymaths.co.uk Username-swanbournece Passwordinfinite1.
You can either do the lessons or the homework. It is good for x tables
practise as you can select the one you want to practise. You go to
number and then multiplication and division.





Nrich website for problem solving.
Timestables me- produce x tables and ÷ worksheets.
Snappy maths

APPs for iPad.








Base ten Bingo
Slide 100
Number pieces
Maths Facts
Maths Rockx ( Songs and quizzies for x tables )
Number bonds
Friends of 10 by Little Monkey.

